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Mse reflex sight

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries 1Description2Quick &amp; Accurate Shooting3Remote Cable Control4Day &amp;; Night Compatible5Extended Battery Life6Large, Clear WindowThe black AQC-1C Reflex Sight from MSE is an advanced open reflective view that offers improved accuracy combined
with rapid goal acquisition. The view prevents the need for a time-consuming alignment; whenever you can see the point is on target, you are on target too, regardless of the angle from which you look through the view. Another important benefit is the large window area, allowing wider angles from which the grid is visible.
The AQC is parallax-free and uses sharp ticks optimized for precision work, and is easily visible in all lighting conditions. It has night vision settings for use in conjunction with NVDs This reflex view is easy to use and intuitive; Grid adjustments are achieved with onboard spheres and do not require tools. In addition, the
spheres are equipped with a ratchet mechanism that prevents accidental movement to adjusters. Selectable grid options give you an optimal target point for targeting; an enveloping point with horizontal and vertical outer posts for quick shots at nearby intervals, a single dot with horizontal outer posts for precision work at
longer intervals. These two ticles are also selectable from the optional remote switch. A third option is point 1.7 MOA for versatile and user-defined applications. Automatic sleep mode will automatically disable the grid when not in use, while the motion sensor puts it back on when motion is detected. This system
significantly prolongs battery life. The view has an integral Picatinny frame with thumbscrews. Three built-in replica options for a quick and accurate shot, and a point for the shooter's preference. The included remote PTT cable allows view activation, grid selection and brightness control without having to exit the grip.
Zeroing is hand-adjustable, without tools. The view can be used alongside any NVD, offering four for day and four-night brightness levels that allow the shooter to operate in all light conditionsSeep mode and motion sensor prolong battery life, and includes a sleep mode deactivation The main window allows for faster
target acquisition and increased situational awareness; In addition, fast-paced and uncomfortable situations are made easier by window size makes it visible from wider angles. MSE AQC-1 C SpecificationsMagnification1xConstructionReinforced PolymerReticle3 User Selectable: Dot point /horizontal sticks Dot circle
with horizontal and vertical sticks. Battery Type1x CR123A or 1 x 3.6 VAC AA Battery life: 1500-3000 hoursReticleDot: 1.97 (5.00 cm) to 328.08' (100.00 m) / 100.00 m) / 1.7 SPECIFICATIONS MOAEnvironmentalsMeets MIL-STD 810C: 36 submersion up to 2 hours operating temperature range -40 to 160 F °
Dimensions (H x W x L)External: 2.6 x 2.09 x x L (66.2 x 53.1 x 135.89 mm) Window: 1.18 x 1.38 (29.9 x 35.0 mm)Weight13.2 2 oz (391.2 g)Packaging InfoBox Dimensions (LxWxH)10.2 x 8.4 x 3.1 The MSE Sight Systems AQC-1 C is a lightweight, durable, and a vision for all long-term purposes. The M.S.E. AQC 1C
Reflex Sight has three built-in grid options. One of the is to shoot quickly in urban terrain. One is for a precise shot for the open ground. The third is a red dot. You get to choose based on what you need for your current environment. The remote PTT cable allows activation, reticle selection and brightness control without
decomposing the entire grip of the weapon. In addition, zero is hand-adjustable, without the need for tools, coins or shells. The view can be used alongside any night vision device, offering eight different brightness levels (four for day and four-night scenarios) allowing the shooter to operate better in all lighting conditions.
Mse Sight Systems AQC 1-C Red Dot sleep mode also features a sleep mode and motion sensor to lengthen battery life. A sleep mode deactivation is included for ambush scenarios. Traditionally, reflective views are designed to provide the fastest destination acquisition capability. Now, the MSE Sight Systems A.Q.C
Reflex Sight family offers new capabilities to hunters and soldiers dedicated equally in search of ease of use and reliability. These landmarks set a new standard for accuracy. Be parallax free and using a single sharp grid, allows faster target acquisition and greater accuracy, maximizing its shooting capacity to its highest
level. MSE Red Dot Sights are a cut above the rest when it comes to being easy to use and having the ability to overcome almost any situation. With more than 20 years of know-how shooting training, LTC (Nothing) Mikey Hartman, founder and former commander of the Israel Defense Force's (IDF) Marksmanship and
Sharpshooting school, offers new user-friendly lines of views that respond to all field stage challenges. Mse is constantly innovating and changing with new technologies to stay on top of the game when it comes to red dots. Interest.
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